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We have a open and available position as 

Vice President on the VHOC Board.  If you 

are interested please contact Ann Hills - 

tonkanuki@aol.com 
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General Meetings 

April 15th 6:30 to 9 PM at the CPLC training field. 

Agility Hoops, Barrels and Tunnels with a couple of 

games and KFC. 

 

May 20th 6:30 to 9 PM at the CPLC training field. 

We will have our wonderful photographer Joyce Davis 

there to take pictures of our dogs.  She wants it to be a 

Teddy Bear theme—so if you have any Teddy 
Bears that can be borrowed for the evening 
of pictures please contact: 

 Joyce at joycedavis@mac.com. 
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The Raffle Committee needs 1 pound Coffee cans—please save your cans and we will give 

them to either Allison Pobirs or Cindi Malchose for our annual Raffle.  

And while you are at it please start setting aside those items to donate to the Raffle.  We 

have always had a great raffle that all the exhibitors have enjoyed.  Your great donations 

make that happen. 
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The information in this article was taken from the American Heartworm Society website. 

URL— https://www.heartwormsociety.org/heartworms-in-dogs#is-there-a-vaccine-for-heartworm-disease 

Heartworm in Dogs 

What is heartworm disease? 

Heartworm disease is a serious and potentially fatal disease in pets in the United States and many other parts 

of the world. It is caused by foot-long worms (heartworms) that live in the heart, lungs and associated blood 

vessels of affected pets, causing severe lung disease, heart failure and damage to other organs in the body. 

Heartworm disease affects dogs, cats and ferrets, but heartworms also live in other mammal species, including 

wolves, coyotes, foxes, sea lions and—in rare instances—humans. Because wild species such as foxes and 

coyotes live in proximity to many urban areas, they are considered important carriers of the disease. 

 

The dog is a natural host for heartworms, which means that heartworms that live inside the dog mature into 

adults, mate and produce offspring. If untreated, their numbers can increase, and dogs have been known to 

harbor several hundred worms in their bodies. Heartworm disease causes lasting damage to the heart, lungs 

and arteries, and can affect the dog’s health and quality of life long after the parasites are gone. For this rea-

son, prevention is by far the best option, and treatment—when needed—should be administered as early in the 

course of the disease as possible. 

 

How is heartworm disease transmitted from one pet to another? 

The mosquito plays an essential role in the heartworm life cycle. Adult female heartworms living in an infect-

ed dog, fox, coyote, or wolf produce microscopic baby worms called microfilaria that circulate in the blood-

stream. When a mosquito bites and takes a blood meal from an infected animal, it picks up these baby worms, 

which develop and mature into “infective stage” larvae over a period of 10 to 14 days. Then, when the infect-

ed mosquito bites another dog, cat, or susceptible wild animal, the infective larvae are deposited onto the sur-

face of the animal's skin and enter the new host through the mosquito’s bite wound. Once inside a new host, it 

takes approximately 6 months for the larvae to mature into adult heartworms. Once mature, heartworms can 

live for 5 to 7 years in dogs and up to 2 or 3 years in cats. Because of the longevity of these worms, each mos-

quito season can lead to an increasing number of worms in an infected pet. 

 

What are the signs of heartworm disease in dogs? 

In the early stages of the disease, many dogs show few symptoms or no symptoms at all. The longer the infec-
tion persists, the more likely symptoms will develop. Active dogs, dogs heavily infected with heartworms, or 

those with other health problems often show pronounced clinical signs. 
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Signs of heartworm disease may include a mild persistent cough, reluctance to exercise, fatigue after moderate 

activity, decreased appetite, and weight loss. As heartworm disease progresses, pets may develop heart failure 

and the appearance of a swollen belly due to excess fluid in the abdomen. Dogs with large numbers of heart-

worms can develop a sudden blockages of blood flow within the heart leading to a life-threatening form of car-

diovascular collapse. This is called caval syndrome, and is marked by a sudden onset of labored breathing, 

pale gums, and dark bloody or coffee-colored urine. Without prompt surgical removal of the heartworm block-

age, few dogs survive. 

 

How significant is my pet's risk for heartworm infection? 

Many factors must be considered, even if heartworms do not seem to be a problem in your local area. Your 

community may have a greater incidence of heartworm disease than you realize—or you may unknowingly 

travel with your pet to an area where heartworms are more common. Heartworm disease is also spreading to 

new regions of the country each year. Stray and neglected dogs and certain wildlife such as coyotes, wolves, 

and foxes can be carriers of heartworms. Mosquitoes blown great distances by the wind and the relocation of 

infected pets to previously uninfected areas also contribute to the spread of heartworm disease (this happened 

following Hurricane Katrina when 250,000 pets, many of them infected with heartworms, were “adopted” and 

shipped throughout the country). 

The fact is that heartworm disease has been diagnosed in all 50 states, and risk factors are impossible to pre-

dict. Multiple variables, from climate variations to the presence of wildlife carriers, cause rates of infections to 

vary dramatically from year to year—even within communities. And because infected mosquitoes can come 

inside, both outdoor and indoor pets are at risk. 

For that reason, the American Heartworm Society recommends that you “think 12:” (1) get your pet tested 

every 12 months for heartworm and (2) give your pet heartworm preventive 12 months a year. 

 

What do I need to know about heartworm testing? 

Heartworm disease is a serious, progressive disease. The earlier it is detected, the better the chances the pet 

will recover. There are few, if any, early signs of disease when a dog or cat is infected with heartworms, so 

detecting their presence with a heartworm test administered by a veterinarian is important. The test requires 

just a small blood sample from your pet, and it works by detecting the presence of heartworm proteins. Some 

veterinarians process heartworm tests right in their hospitals while others send the samples to a diagnostic la-

boratory. In either case, results are obtained quickly. If your pet tests positive, further tests may be ordered. 

 

When should my dog be tested? 

Testing procedures and timing differ somewhat between dogs and cats.  

All dogs should be tested annually for heartworm infection, and this can usually be done during a routine visit 

for preventive care. Following are guidelines on testing and timing: 

    Puppies under 7 months of age can be started on heartworm prevention without a heartworm test (it takes at 

least 6 months for a dog to test positive after it has been infected), but should be tested 6 months after your ini-

tial visit, tested again 6 months later and yearly after that to ensure they are heartworm-free. 

Heartworm in Dogs—continued 
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Adult dogs over 7 months of age and previously not on a preventive need to be tested prior to starting heart-

worm prevention.  They, too, need to be tested 6 months and 12 months later and annually after that. 

If there has been a lapse in prevention (one or more late or missed doses), dogs should be tested immediately, 

then tested again six months later and annually after that. 

Annual testing is necessary, even when dogs are on heartworm prevention year-round, to ensure that the pre-

vention program is working. Heartworm medications are highly effective, but dogs can still become infected. 

If you miss just one dose of a monthly medication—or give it late—it can leave your dog unprotected. Even if 

you give the medication as recommended, your dog may spit out or vomit a heartworm pill—or rub off a topi-

cal medication. Heartworm preventives are highly effective, but not 100 percent effective. If you don’t get 

your dog test, you won’t know your dog needs treatment. 

 

What happens if my dog tests positive for heartworms? 

No one wants to hear that their dog has heartworm, but the good news is that most infected dogs can be suc-

cessfully treated. The goal is to first stabilize your dog if he is showing signs of disease, then kill all adult and 

immature worms while keeping the side effects of treatment to a minimum. 

Here's what you should expect if your dog tests positive: 

    Confirm the diagnosis. Once a dog tests positive on an antigen test, the diagnosis should be confirmed with 

an additional—and different—test. Because the treatment regimen for heartworm is both expensive and com-

plex, your veterinarian will want to be absolutely sure that treatment is necessary. 

    Restrict exercise. This requirement might be difficult to adhere to, especially if your dog is accustomed to 

being active. But your dog’s normal physical activities must be restricted as soon as the diagnosis is con-

firmed, because physical exertion increases the rate at which the heartworms cause damage in the heart and 

lungs. The more severe the symptoms, the less activity your dog should have. 

    Stabilize your dog's disease. Before actual heartworm treatment can begin, your dog’s condition may need 

to be stabilized with appropriate therapy. In severe cases of heartworm disease, or when a dog has another seri-

ous condition, the process can take several months. 

    Administer treatment. Once your veterinarian has determined your dog is stable and ready for heartworm 

treatment, he or she will recommend a treatment protocol involving several steps. The American Heartworm 

Society has guidelines for developing this plan of attack. Dogs with no signs or mild signs of heartworm dis-

ease, such as cough or exercise intolerance, have a high success rate with treatment. More severe disease can 

also be successfully treated, but the possibility of complications is greater. The severity of heartworm disease 

does not always correlate with the severity of symptoms, and dogs with many worms may have few or no 

symptoms early in the course of the disease. 

    Test (and prevent) for success. Approximately 6 months after treatment is completed, your veterinarian will 
perform a heartworm test to confirm that all heartworms have been eliminated. To avoid the possibility of your 

dog contracting heartworm disease again, you will want to administer heartworm prevention year-round for the 
rest of his life. 

Heartworm in Dogs—continued 
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We have openings in Olga Chaiko’s Monday Master’s Skill and Drills class. 

This class will focus on drills for weaves, tight turns, contacts, dynamic jumping and much more, with indi-

vidualized instruction tailored to each dog & handler team. Working teams must be at the Excellent/Master 

level or approved by Olga (auditors, any level).  

Monday’s at 7 PM to 8 PM—held at a private location in Reseda 

Cost is $125 for a six-week session, $50 for auditors. 

We have openings in Anne Graumann’s Thursday Agility Classes 

Foundation/Beginning Agility Class—6:30 to 7:30 PM at CPLC 7357 Jordan Ave, 

Canoga Park—on the field. 

This class is for dogs who already have basic obedience skills (come, stay, etc.). It will focus on building 

a solid foundation for agility by working on stays & recalls, the use of toy & food rewards, handling ba-

sics, introduction to contact obstacles, and more.   

Cost is $100 per six week session for VHOC members, $125 for 

Non-Members 

  

Intermediate/Masters Agility Class—7:45 to 8:45 

PM at CPLC 7357 Jordan Ave., Canoga Park—on the field. 

This class is for dogs who are familiar with all equipment, and han-

dlers with basic skills (front & rear crosses, etc.).  This class focus 

on more advanced skills, such as setting the line, cueing turns, 

weave entries, obstacle discriminations, and more.  

Cost is $100 per six week session for VHOC members, $125 for 

Non-Members  
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Recently Kathy Spilos and “Lia" along with fellow VHOC member Linda Brooks and “Olive” and many other 

Love on a Leash (LOAL) dog/handler teams responded to an invitation from CSUN to help students de-stress 

during their mid-term exams.  The visit proved to be so successful, that the group will soon visit again to assist 

the students as they prepare for finals! 

Student reporters attended the event, took photos and we made the front page of the CSUN Sundial (the cam-

pus newspaper).  This is what student reporter Nicolette Ashtiani had to say in the March 15, 2016 issue: 

“Therapy Dogs Used to Reduce Stress with Midterms on the Mind” 

“Wagging tails and dozens of nuzzles overwhelmed the Oasis Wellness Center today when dogs visited stu-

dents to offer a break from their studies and “lab reports” for their midterms this week. 

Students debts crowded around the various types of therapy dogs, a golden retriever, yellow labrador, schnoz-

zle, cocker spaniels and German Shepherds as they were brunt into the Oasis courtyard. 

The teary dogs are part of the nonprofit organization Love on a Leash, a program that works towards increas-

ing public awareness of the benefits of pet provided therapy. 

Kathy Spilos, website content provider and writer consultant, brought her 3-year-old German Shepherd, Cae-

lia.  “If you don’t pet them, you are not going to get an A on your midterms,” Spilos said.  Caelia was also ac-

companied by her brother “Caleb” and his handler, Cathy Jahelka, and Linda Brooks along with her yellow 

labrador “Olive." 

The pets also visit assisted living homes, hospitals, school, libraries, day-care centers and most recently colleg-

es during midterms and finals to provide stress relief.  Gil Anema, owner of the two cocker spaniels, said his 

dogs have also visited at University of California, Santa Barbara and California State University Channel Is-

lands.” 

We wanted to share that we’ve been invited back in May to help students de-stress prior to final exams, and if 

any VHOC club member has therapy dogs who would like to visit CSUN or would like more information 

about becoming a dog/handler therapy dog team, to please contact Kathy Spilos or Linda Brooks. 

This picture was on the front page of 

the article. 

Caelia and one of the CSUN students 
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We’ve been invited back in 

May to help students de-stress 

prior to final exams, and if any 

VHOC club member has ther-

apy dogs who would like to 

visit CSUN or would like 

more information about be-

coming a dog/handler therapy 

dog team, to please contact 

Kathy Spilos or Linda Brooks 

Group shot:  (L-R) Caleb, Caelia, Olive and friends  

Olive getting 
tummy rubs 

Caelia talking with another student  
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A Three-Stage Program Toward Success 
Catherine L. Zinsky 

 

www.gettoready.net 
 

 
Years ago I realized that I wanted more than ‘obedience’ from my dog. I wanted my dog to understand what he 
was doing. I wanted my dog to enjoy what he was doing. Above all, I wanted us to be a team. I wanted a part-
nership. Toward that end I developed my own training philosophy, style, and approach.  
 
My basic philosophy is this: be fair, be honest, be clear. This sounds ridiculously simple. It is not.  
 
My style is…well, it’s what is seen when I perform. It’s what is seen when my students perform. It has its own 
rhythm, its own body language, its own fashion. My style is something that has evolved as I have, and has be-
come solely my own through endless hours of practice and fine tuning.  
 
My approach is one garnered through study and years of experience and is basically comprised of three phases: 
the Teaching phase, the Editing phase, and the Stabilization phase. Both my philosophy and style are firmly 
integrated into my training approach. A closer look at how I deal with these three phases of training will un-
doubtedly further demonstrate and underline my philosophy and style.  
 
The “Teaching” Phase: 
 
In the teaching phase I firmly believe it imperative that each and every skill I require my dog to learn be bro-
ken down into the very basic, bit parts. It would be terribly unfair to ask a child to spell a word without first 
teaching that child the alphabet. Likewise, it would be entirely unfair to demand that a dog perform any obedi-
ence exercise without first teaching each part of the exercise. The dog must be taught the particulars before 
being asked to put them all together. A child that is first taught the alphabet, then how to spell, then how to 
read a word, then a sentence, and then a book is a child who has a solid foundation that will later give him the 
facility to accomplish almost anything. A dog that is taught the basic obedience skills in this fashion for each 
exercise is also given a sound foundation that will allow him to be more versatile, more confident, adaptable 
and proficient. 
 
The Novice Stand for Exam exercise, for example, is comprised of many steps. It would be utterly unfair of 
me to ask my dog to perform this exercise if I did not first teach him: 
 

1. To stand 
2. To stand and not move any of his feet. (stay)  
3. To stand in place while I step off and to the side. 
4. To stand in place while I walk away six feet in front of him. 
5. To stand in place while an absolute stranger approaches him with me near him. 
6. To stand in place with me near while this stranger touches him. 
7. To stand in place while a stranger approaches him with me 6 feet away. 
8. To stand in place while the stranger touches him with me 6 ft. away. 
9. To stand in place while I return to him from 6 feet away. 
10. To stand in place while I return around behind him and into heel position.  

Notice: This article is reprinted with permission of Catherine Zinsky.  This article will appear in two parts in the Newsette.   

This will be Part 1 of 2. 
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Before ever putting these ten steps into a single exercise, I would be sure that my dog understands each indi-
vidual step first. Then and only then would I progress and begin putting them together step by step, one by 
one. By taking my time and teaching each part of the exercise singly, I am more confident that my dog fully 
grasps what is being asked. I am giving him a very sound foundation and a very sound understanding of this 
exercise. My dog knows what it is that I am asking him to do. I am being clear, I am being fair, and I am being 
honest. 
 
This same approach applies to any skill or exercise. Take for instance the Novice Recall: I would break this 
exercise down into individual parts and never, ever, unite them into a whole exercise until my dog understood 
each separate part. The Recall could be broken down into the following: 
(It’s important to recognize that many of this itemized steps are themselves subdivided into bit parts, all taught 
separately and systematically.)  
 

1. A motivational puppy ‘come’ 
2. The tuck sit. 
3. The sit and stay 
4. The sit and stay while I walk away 
5. The sit and stay while I walk 40 feet away and turn and face my dog 
6. The actual ‘come’ command itself 
7. The dog’s response to my come command and/or signal (Is he too slow? Is he hesitant? Too non-

committal? Is there no contact/relationship to me as his handler?) 
8. The front  
9. The finish 

 
Again, I would never dream of asking my dog to do a recall without first being assured that he understood each 
and every part itemized above. 
 
Naturally some of these parts are going to be put together more quickly than other parts. I could teach my pup-
py to respond quickly and joyously to my ‘come’ command long before ever joining it with a sit/stay com-
mand, for example. But I would NEVER ask my puppy to do a sit/stay and come and front without first mak-
ing darned sure each of those separate  

A Three-Stage Program Toward Success Catherine L. Zinsky www.gettoready.net—Continued 
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skills are firmly understood. If I did, I would be setting myself and my dog up for failure. Worse, I would not 
be a fair and honest trainer. I would be asking my dog to spell without first having taught him the ABCs. 
 
One thing I do incorporate into this phase of training is a great number of leash ‘pops’, generally with a release 
to a food reward or a toy. A leash pop is a quick, upward tug on a very short leash using only the wrist and 
forearm. There is no upper arm or shoulder force used when popping the leash. These pops are simulations of 
dogs playing and are used to keep the dog alert and stimulated.  
 
When dogs play with one another, they frequently grab one another by the neck and tug and pull and generally 
have a great time. The pops I utilize are meant to imitate this action and are introduced on a buckle collar or a 
martingale collar. A short leash is required so that the ‘pop’ is not a ‘snap’. The short leash also helps with the 
timing, making the pop quicker and more exact.  
 
These pops are utilized throughout the dog’s entire career and are wonderful for sustaining focus, attitude, and 
attentiveness. They also later allow the dog to accept corrections and not freeze or cower when a correction is 
ultimately given because they are very accepting of the leash pops by then.  
 
Leash pops are used in the teaching phase solely to sustain focus and energy and attitude. There are absolutely 
no corrections in the teaching phase! 
 
In the Teaching Phase the dog learns ‘How to’ and ‘Want to’. It is by far my favorite stage in training a dog. 

A Three-Stage Program Toward Success Catherine L. Zinsky www.gettoready.net—Continued 

This article is on Catherine Zinsky’s website www.gettoready.net.   

I will be posting the article in two installments.  This is the first one, and the second one will include the 

Editing Phase and the Stabilizing Phase.  It will be in the May Newsette. 

Bio for Catherine Zinsky — 

Catherine has trained and shown Dobermans, Australian Cattle Dogs, and Border Collies to National ac-

claim. She has had well over 150 High in Trials and more than 20 perfect ‘200’ scores. In 2006 Catherine 

had the #1 Border Collie at the AKC National Obedience Invitational. In 2008 she was Second Runner-up 

and again had the #1 Border Collie as well as the #1 Herding Breed at the NOI. Catherine has  

handled her dogs to breed Championships, Obedience Trial Championships, UDX  titles, and Obedience 

Grand Master Titles. She writes obedience articles for a number of magazines, as well as maintaining the 

column, Playing by the Rules, for Front and Finish Magazine. She also provides an interactive Canine Com-

petitive Obedience Toolbox website, www.gettoready.net, which is available to all enthusiasts at no cost. 

According to Catherine, this Toolbox is her payback to the sport she loves so much. 

Her book, ATTITUDE + ATTENTION = TEAMWORK! SEVEN STEPS TO SUCCESS, is directed for 

handlers in all performance venues and can be ordered through information provided on her website. 
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Laurie Burnam and Scusi—March 26, 2016, Boxer Club of SFV, AKC stock dog trial, Task Farms, Leona 

Valley, CA: 

 

Started sheep course A.  Score = 84  2nd place. 1st leg to HSAs title 

Sharon Clarke and Flynn  - March 19 and 20, 2016,  National Obedience Championship held in Tul-

sa, OK  

I have a VERY BIG BRAG! 

As  you know the AKC National Obedience Championship is a event that is by invitation only and 

we were invited to participate.   This event is a marathon type event in which you must compete in 8 differ-

ent rings performing various exercises. 

We earned a group placement in the working group taking 4th place!!! 

Laurie Burnam and Scusi—April 2 & 3, 2016 Am/PM Trials, ASCA Obedience and Rally, Australian 

Shepherd Club of So Cal, Kenny Grove Park, Fillmore, CA: 

 

Open B Obedience 191.5  3rd place, extra leg 

Rally Masters  B     196  1st place 

Rally Excellent B   198  1st place   4th REM leg   High in 

Trial and High Combined 

Rally Masters B     198  1st place 

Rally Excellent B  198  1st place   5th REM leg  High in Tri-

al   and High Combined     

NEW TITLE!      REM 
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Debbie Lang and Quila—March 26, 2016, Boxer Club of SFV, AKC Stock Dog trial, Task Farms, Leona 

Valley, CA: 

 

Intermediate Sheep Course A , 2nd Place 

Started Geese Course A, 2nd Place, 1st leg to HSAg title 

 

 

Debbie Lang and Quila—April 3, 2016, Border Collie Club of Greater LA,, Camarillo, CA: 

Double Q # 18, 1st place in 16” STD Preferred and 1st place in 16” JWW Preferred 

Judith Lewis Mernit and Tabitha—April 2 & 3, 2016, Kern 

County Kennel Club, Bakersfield CA: 

Tabitha had her best showing ever this weekend in Obedience. 

She earned UDX legs both Saturday and Sunday, and she did it 

all without barking! Three out of four of her scores were in the 

90s; on Sunday, she took fourth in Utility B with a 190.5 and 

third in Open B with a 193.5, under Judge Bonnie Lee.   

 

Judith Lewis Mernit and Thomas—April 2 & 3, 2016, Kern 

County Kennel Club, Bakersfield CA: 

Thomas did well, too, at the same trial. He earned his fourth 

UDX leg on Saturday, and ended the weekend with some very 

nice scores, a fourth place in Open B with a 193, and a little more 

progress toward his OM1.. 
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Jane Nye and Gabe—Sat., April 2, 2016 , ASCA Obedience trial put on by Australian Shepherd Club 
of So Cal, Kenney Grove Park, Fillmore, CA: 

 Gabe achieved two legs in Novice B Obedience.  

He placed 3rd in the AM trial and placed 2nd in the PM trial. Thank 
you to judge Betty Fisher! 

Also, thank you to Laurie Burnam for endlessly encouraging me 
and Gabe the corgi – Laurie’s training has really made a huge dif-
ference for us! 

Although Gabe is not an Aussie, we were welcomed with open 
arms & paws – what a great experience! 

We also won a large orthopedic dog bed in the Rescue Raffle – my 
two 12 yr old corgis and one 13 yr old corgi were really happy to 
see that show up! Plus the tug toy that Gabe has claimed for his 
own! 
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Allison Pobirs and Ladd—March 03/27/16  Boxer Club of SFV AKC 

Herding Trial - Leona Valley, CA: 

Herding Instinct Certification  

(Judges: Peggy Ricther & Rusty Jeffers) 

Ladd is a fun loving, up for anything sorta guy.  

In March he participated in Agility, Herding and Obedience.  

Sharon Jeter and Kindle—April 2 & 3, 2016, Bakersfield KC, Bakersfield, CA: 

Had a good dog show weekend. Kindle (my Frenchie, BISS CH DK's Kindle on Fire) 

took the Breed both days in Bakersfield to very competitive dogs and big handlers plus 

Group 3 on Sunday with great compliments from the judge. Not bad being 3rd be-

hind the top Keeshund in the country and the 2nd top Boston in the country. Kindle loved 

the loud clapping in the Group and showed off even more to the crowd. It was pretty hot 

in the high 80's but not as HOT as "Kindle on Fire" (ha ha).  

Flo Walberg and Kelly—April 2 & 3, 2016—Bakersfield KC, Bakersfield, CA: 

Kelly recently finished her UD and has started on her quest for her OTCH.  She did really well 

over the weekend at Bakersfield.  She won HIT and HC both days and had won all 4 classes. 

Needless to say,  I was really excited.  
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Marcia Siderow and Remi— April 2 & 3, 2016, Samoyed Club of Los Angeles, Camarillo, Ca: 

Remi got his lure coursing title this past weekend.  He now had a CA (Coursing Ability) title from the 
AKC plus one Q towards the next title, Coursing Ability Advanced. 

New Title—CA 

 

Marcia Siderow and Remi—April 9, 2016—Tri-Valley Shet-

land Sheepdog of NW Los Angeles, Simi Valley, CA; 

 

Remi earned his Novice FAST title. 
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April 17—Lomita Obedience Training Club Match—Lomita—
Obedience, Conformation and Rally. 

 

No premiums will be mailed out for the 3 Days of AKC obedience/
Rally trials coming up June 24, 25, 26 at Cal State Long Beach – 
Parking $5.00 – all premiums are available on the Jack Bradshaw 
website. 

In addition to the regular obedience classes - 

KC of Beverly Hills – has Beg Novice, Grad Novice, Grad Open and 
Versatility 

Long Beach KC – has Beg Novice, Grad Novice, Grad Open and 
Versatility  

Great Western – has Beg Novice, Grad Novice, Grad Open, Pre-
ferred Open and Versatility 


